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BILLFIRE LAUNCHES DOCHUB,
A NEW CRITICAL DOCUMENT PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION TOOL
DocHub Makes it Easy for a Business of Any Size to Manage Multichannel Distribution of
Critical Business Documents from a Single Workflow
SCOTTSDALE, AZ – January 29, 2013 – Billfire Inc. today announced the upcoming availability of
DocHub, a new SaaS-based critical document processing and delivery tool that gives users across any
industry the ability to easily manage multichannel distribution of critical documents, such as statements
and invoices, from a single workflow.
With DocHub, clients can distribute their statements or invoices by mail, fax, email, via an
online posting, or any combination of these methods. DocHub also supports multiple deliveries for
clients who want to send critical documents to “bill to” and “ship to” physical addresses and/or email
and alternate email addresses.
Affirming DocHub’s ease of use, Director of Credit Services for Sysco San Diego Shelley
Dugan notes, “Our in-house process was tedious, time consuming, and expensive both in man hours
and actual costs. It sometimes took four to six hours to prepare statements for mailing. Using Billfire to
process our statements, it now takes one person a few minutes to initiate the statement process and
then Billfire’s DocHub takes it from there, freeing our staff to do other tasks.”
DocHub key features include:
•

Returned Mail Service—to improve delivery rates and reduce mailing costs

•

High Impact Notices—strategic uses of color to grab attention and incent action

•

Dynamic Messaging—sends the right message to the right customer at the right time

•

Color Banners—high-impact visual elements raise visibility of important customer-centric
messaging

•

Inserts—can accompany any statement or invoice

DocHub pricing is dependent on document volume, production requirements, and mail options.
Billfire Sales will provide a quote based on client requirements. DocHub will be available in Q2 2013.
To learn more, contact Billfire Sales at 480.513.8025.
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